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DAF-Paccar Group honours outstanding quality of Schlemmer products 

 

Munich, 12 May 2016 – The Schlemmer Group has received the DAF-Paccar Group's 
Quality Achievement Award for 2015 in recognition of the excellent quality of its 
products. The technology expert from Upper Bavaria has now won this award no 
fewer than six times. DAF-Paccar raised the bar significantly in 2015: for the first time, 
to qualify for the award, a supplier now has to achieve an error rate of no more than 
10 PPM (parts per million) for its products and product components. This is a 
considerable reduction on the previous threshold of 50 PPM.  
  
By presenting the prize, the DAF-Paccar Group – a leading global truck manufacturer 
– acknowledges the contribution made by its suppliers to the company's success.  
 
“The DAF-Paccar Quality Achievement Award is a great accolade for the Schlemmer 
Group,” underlines Josef Minster, CEO of the Schlemmer Group.  “It shows how 
dedicated everyone at Schlemmer is to delivering top-quality products at all times and 
not only to meeting our customers' expectations but frequently exceeding them as 
well.” 
 
Winning the award once again puts the Schlemmer Group on the list of “10 PPM” 
suppliers for 2015. This can be found on the Paccar website (www.paccar.com) and is 
also displayed at all Paccar plants. 
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About Schlemmer  

The Schlemmer Group is a global technology expert, which has focused on the 

development and production of highly specialised synthetics solutions. Building on 60 

years of experience in cable protection, the group of companies headquartered in 

Poing, Upper Bavaria has become one of the leading and most comprehensive value 

added providers, supporting its clients as an intelligent consulting and service partner. 

In addition to the core Automotive business area, the Schlemmer Group also pursues 

activities in a wide range of other sectors with its Industry and Appliances business 

areas. Over 60 sites throughout the world, almost 30 production plants at strategically 

important locations and a mobile factory enable the company to simultaneously 

implement global strategies and enjoy a local presence in development, production 

and sales. The company's approximately 2,500 employees generated total revenue of 

EUR 270 million in 2014. 

Further information: www.schlemmer.com and www.schlemmer-ecotech.com 

The Schlemmer Group on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/schlemmer.group 

 

 


